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Abstract 
it is shown that every square matrix over a characteristic-two Eeld with at least four 
elements is a product of two diag~naiiza~le matrices. 0 1999 Efsevier Science Inc. All 
rights reserved. ..* 
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matrix; 
A square matrix over a field !F is dia~(~na~iza~fe if it is s!x:iiar to t? di~g~~a1 
matrix over F (hence. the simifarity is presumed to be over the specified field 9). 
The main result is stated in the abstract. Combining this with the results ob- 
tained in fl] for the other fields, we can now state as follows: Over a field with 
at least four eIements, every square matrix n is a product of two diagonal~uble 
matrices (?‘heorem 2.2 and fi 1, Theorem 2.1); and over iF = GF (3), .4 is a 
product of three ([I], Theorem 2.4). In general these numbers are minimal. 
Over If = GF(2), the situation is the most ~orn~ji~t~ ([I], Theorem 3.1): A 
square matrix A over [F = GF(2) is a product of k Z I diagonaIizable matrices 
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3s 
if and oniy if X-  nu~lity~~) 2 rank(Z - A). This shows that, over CF(2). no 
nonsingular matrix is a product of diagonalizable matrices, except the identity 
matrix ([I], Corollary 3.2). 
In what follows “N” denotes similarity. Throughout C will denote the n x n 
companion matrix 
A square matrix L = (ii,) is called S&wer ~t*ii~}z~ff~~lr if 1, = 0 for i -- 1 <j (i.e. 
L is lower triangular and both its diagonal and first subdiago~l are zero). 
We begin with DVO preliminary results. 
Proof. By induction on n 2 2. For tr = 2, the result is trivial, since L = 0. 
Assume the result holds for matrices ri of size n - 1, and n > 3. Let A’ denote 
the matrix obtained from A by deleting the first row and column. By induction 
there exists an (t2 - 1 i (n - I) nons~~,~l~r matrix Xi, of the form specitied 
above. such that (X[\-‘ I) A’.F-;’ -- C” IS a companion matrix. Let Xt = [I] @ Xi. Then 
X,-‘AX, = 
ii 1 
I I Q 
O x; --I-
1 
represents the first colunan of (.l;‘)-‘. Let 
.I 
l 1 
-.q I 
x2 = i *.* . 
1 
--r, 
0 I_ 
Then the result follows by choosing X = X&Z. Cl 
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is di~gona~i~abl~. 
(b) For n odd, let 
A = 
* * . 
0 e 0 I . 
Proof. (a): The similarity part foIIows easiIy by induction: Begin by Ietting 
0 10 
f it;1 ,*_’ 0 0 , 7-b 1 x= 
then 
X-‘AX=B@ z: h 
I I 4 
, 
where B is obtained from A by deleting both tfi,: firsi :tnd rhe hst rtiws %ud 
columns. Now use induction on & 
“the second part follows directly from ([lf, Lemma 1 .%{a)). 
(b): Similar. 0 
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2. Diagonalizable facto~zation over c~a~cteristic~t~o fields with at least fou 
elements 
In what follows we assume that IF is such a field. Hence it contains GF(4) as 
a subfield, which we write as 
Prod. Let n be the size of C. 
(i) Assume it is even. We start with the product 
-0 ..I 0’ co 
I I‘! 
* f . * * 
10 000. 
0 t 000 . 
=: 
0 1 100 
T0 
II II 0 I 0 . 
. 
* 11 0 0 0 1 . 
. 
11 ..* . . 
&.ll 1 %-I 
whez-e u, B f G&4>’ = ( 1 .a.~-~) are chosen as follows: If cl0 = a 3r (I-~, let 
~-~u=cnl;ifc~,=I.~ct~r 1 and D = a; if co 31: I, a and G.-~, let u = u = 1, 
The h$*s (and consequently the q’s) will be specitied later. 
Denote the first matrix on 
able, since for w = a or u-r. 
the left by Y. By Lemma 1.2(a) it is diagonaliz- 
has the distinct eigenvalues 1 and w-t, and for u’ = 1 it has the distinct ei- 
genvalues a and a-r. 
Denote the second matrix on the left by 2. As above. using Lemma 1.2(b). it 
follows that the first matrix on the diagonal of Z is diagon.afizabIe. and since its 
eigenvalues are different from co (because of the way in which u and c were 
chosen), it now follows from ([I], Lemma 1.1(c)) that 2 is also diagonalizable. 
Denote the matrix on the right by V. By Lemma 1.1. V is similar to a 
companion matrix C’, say. Suppose .,X-r JX = C’. We want to choose the entries 
Xl,..., x,-t in 2 in such a way that C’ = C. Assuming that X is of the form 
stated in Lemma 1,:. the last column of C’. expressed in terms of the xl’s and CO. 
is given by 
since m~ilt~plyjng 2 on the right by X does not affect its last column, Replacing 
co in Eq. (2) by .x@. it follows, since X and Y zre both nonsingu~r, tha; there 
exist (unique) elements xi,. . . .xn in f such that 
Xl 
I.1 [ 
co 
py : = : 1 * * 
1s X” G-l 
Comparing the first component on both sides, using the fact that the first rows 
of X-r and Y are [ t 3 . . . O] and [O . . . 0 t ], respectively, we have 
that X, .= en: thus proving the result irt this case. 
(ii) Assume IZ is odd. The proof is as in (i). except that we start with the 
product _- * 
whererr=c$ ifco=aora-‘,andu= 1 ifc,,#aanda-I. III 
Theorem 2.2. Ewry squure nxms A over u cltctrcrc’teristic-ttvo~eiii IF tritb ut Ieust 
fotcr eiemeats is u ~r~d~lct of two d~~g~~~l~~~~~ub~~ matrices. 
Proof. Apsying the previous lemma to the rational canonical form of A, it 
follows that A is similar to a product DID: of ~~iago~~li~ble matrices: say 
X-‘AX = D&. Then 
A = (X&X V’)(xD:x-‘) 
yields the required factorization. Cl 
3. Prescribing the nullities 
The following theorem describes the extent to which the nullities in a di- 
agGtlalizable fact~ri~ti~~ can be prescribed. 
Proof. By ([I J, Lemma 4.1). we need onfy prove the su~kiency of the condition. 
Assume k = 2 and ItI, n:! satisfy the conditions in Eq. (4). If A = C is a 
nonsingular companion matrix, then nt = N:! = 0 is the only possibility, and it 
follows from Lemma 2.1 that the required factorization exists. If A = C is a 
nilpotent companion matrix, then n: = 0, N:! = I and ~1 = tzj = i are the only 
possibilities (nr = 1, n:! = 0 is equivalent to the first case - cf. ([ 11. Lemma 4.2). 
Fornr =O,Q = 1, use the factorizations ( 1) and (3) in Lemma 2.1. The first 
factor, Y, is nonsingular and the second factor, Z, has mrllity one. since ne’l~ 
co = 0. 
For n , = ?Q = I, use the factori~tions ( 1) and (3) in Lemma 2.1, but replace 
the first row of Y and the last column of Z by zero, 
Let ‘t” denote the class of all nonsingular and al4 nilpotent companion ma- 
trices over C. The resuh now follows from (El J, Lemma 4.3), since %‘, the class 
of all matrices similar to a finite direct sum of matrices in %‘, is equal to the class 
of ail square matrices over F. cf 
Combining this with ([l]+ Theorem 4.4(a)), it now follows that the above 
result actuafly holds over any field IF with at least four elements. For related 
results over GF(3) and GF(2). see ([l], Corollary 4.5) and ([I]. Theorem 4.6). 
respectively. 
For other results on matrix factorization, the reader is referred to the 
expository paper by Halmos [2] and the survey papers by Laffey [3] and Wu [4]. 
The author wishes to thank the referee for 
script and for his comments and suggestions. 
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